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STEMarts@PASEO
Youth Program 2019
STEMarts@The PASEO Youth Program provides educational
programming for our youth built around The PASEO Festival
and its visiting artists. The 2019 theme is “Connections,”
featuring work that celebrates, contemplates, or questions
our interactions with each other, nature, or the world.
Our Youth Program allows students to collaborate with
festival artists exploring STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math) in their art making process. Students
learn valuable STEAM skills through creative expression,
social practice and collaboration. We believe that the
challenge and potential of STEAM education is for all
students to have access to the latest technologies and 21st
century thinking, especially in rural areas with limited access.
The PASEO is the perfect platform for local students and
teachers to use these tools to play, explore and imagine a
better world.
For the 2019 festival we will bring Paseo artists into middle
and high schools in Taos County. Coupled with the online
STEMarts Curriculum Tool for a uniqe STEAM activity that
revolves around the artists work and process, this years
program goal is to bring a taste of the festival to thousands
of students in Taos County schools, from Ranchos to
Peñasco to Questa.
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Taos Day School, Taos Pueblo 2018

STEMarts@PASEO Youth Program 2019: Local Connections

For the 2019 festival we will bring a PASEO artist into 11 schools in Taos County. The online STEMarts Curriculum Tool is an
additional resource outside the classroom that provides unique pre-festival STEAM activites and media that revolve around the
artist’s work and process. The 2019 theme Connections, features artist work that celebrates, contemplates, or questions our
interactions with each other, nature, and the world. Our Youth Program allows students to collaborate with festival artists exploring
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) in their art making process. Students learn valuable STEAM skills through creative
expression, social practice and collaboration. Students will learn about the artist and how to do a “Design Concept” for an interactive
installation inspired by the artist.
Taos Charter
School

Anansi Charter
School

Peñasco 2-Day
Workshop & Taos
Middle School

Peñasco Middle
Schoo/High &
Questa Middle/
High School

Taos High
School

Cyber Magnet
School

Antonin Fourneau
will be visiting Taos
Charter School to
give the students
a behind the
scenes look at how
Waterlight Graffiti,
an interactive water
writing installation,
is made and show
examples of his
innovative art works.

Andy Wagener
will be visiting
Anansi Charter
School to share his
process for creating
CLOUDNET,
an interactive
sound installation
that engages
participants in the
complex social
and environmental
issues of the fishing
industry.

Britney King and
Jenn Nev-Diaz
will be doing a
two day ‘Water is
Life Arduino and
Microcontroller’
workshop with
students from
Peñasco Middle
School. They will
visit the Taos Day
School and Taos
Middle School for a
one hour demo to
share their process
and demonstrate
how they create art
experiences like El
Agave, that explore
the connection
between culture,
land, and the art of
interaction.

Digital Ant Media
(Thomas Vause &
Alison Johnson)
will be traveling
to Questa and
Peñasco Middle
School to perform
their installation
Visual Audio in the
gym for the entire
school. They will
also do a artist
demo at Taos
International School.
The performance/
demo will allow
students to try out
the voice activated
projection and see
how it works.

Ryon Gesink will do
an artist talk at
the Taos High
School gym to the
entire school body.
He will project
examples of his
large scale fire
installations such
as The Numinous
Eye Arch and share
his process and
experiences.

Lothario Areski
will visit the Cyber
Magnet School with
students from Tracy
Galligan’s Taos High
School Computer
Science class, to
give a behind the
scenes demo of the
technology behind
the hors-affichage,
an experimental
game installation.

Taos Integrated
School of the Arts
(TISA)l

CorwinLevi will visit
the Taos Integrated
School of the Arts
(TISA) to share
techniques in
creating projection
installations from
hand-drawn stopmotion animation
inspired by
astronomy like in
his work So Many
of Us. Through
the Curriculum
Tool students will
create their own
animations inspired
by astronomy and
our connections to
the sky.

WATER AND LIGHT

ANTONIN FOURNEAU
Antonin Fourneau is a french artist and designer living in
Paris. In 2005 he received an Art Diploma from Aix-enProvence Art School, followed in 2007 by a post
Diploma in Interactive Art in the Design School of EnsAD
Paris. Since his graduation, Antonin has been focused
on interactive art and popular culture. He created a
collaborative project about innovation and a new form of
funfair named Eniarof. He is currently professor in new
media design in EnsAD where he leads the research
group GoD|Art
Antonin will bring his world renowned installation,
Waterlight Graffiti, to the streets of Taos for the Paseo
Festival. Waterlight Graffiti is a new kind of reactive
material to draw or write ephemeral messages made of
light. This project enables anyone to graffiti the wall of
LEDs with a basic environment-friendly atomizer. To use
water, which has neither shape nor colour, to draw light,
is a magical experience, regardless of the public age or
its artistic sensibility.
For the Paseo Youth Program Antonin will be visiting
Taos Charter School to give the students a behind the
scenes look at how this installation is made and show
them more examples of his inovative art works. Students
will learn about the artist and learn how to do a “design
concept’ for an interactive installation inspired by the
artist’s work.
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ANDY WAGENER
Andy Wagener is an award-winning installation designer, art
director and 3D animator. Andy’s approach is one of visual
simplicity, distilling an often complex message or brief down
to its essential and most compelling elements. He believes
that focused direction coupled with strong design has the
ability to communicate universally.
Andy will be bringing CLOUDNET, to the Paseo Festival.
CLOUDNET is an ode to the vast fishing communities that
have helped build and sustain Cadiz Bay (Spain) throughout
its history. Using a wide variety of netting utilized in fishing,
CLOUDNET is activated by the movement of the observer,
as pulses of light energize the cloud from within. But this is
only dimension of the piece. For it not only shares the stories
and hardships of local fishermen today (via recorded
interviews), but highlights the devastating phenomenon of
‘ghost fishing’, where lost, dumped or abandoned fishing
gear continues to ensnare fish or marine organisms. Beyond
the physical interactions with CLOUDNET, the audience is
asked to consider both human and marine populations and
the possibility and viability of coexistence.
For the Paseo Youth Program Andy will be visiting Anansi
Charter School to share his process for creating project
installations around complex social and environmental issues
and students will learn how to create a “Design Concept” for
their own eco-installation applying the artist’s approach.
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ENVIRONMENT + ART

BRITNEY KING
JENNIFER NEV-DIAZ
Britney A. King is a New Mexico based digital artist that is
influenced by the re-mix culture movement that she interprets
as re-mixing her culture, emotions, and experiences that
manifest themselves through abstract projection mixes.
Jennifer Nev-Diaz is a new media artist based out of
Albuquerque, New Mexico creating immersive, interactive
environments. Her work uses projection mapping, found
videos, video art, photography and sound to focus on themes
of self awareness, nature, and curated experiences
Their installation El Agave, is an immersive interactive
environment. As participants walk through the space their
proximity, speed, and height will inform the programming
language to create correlating visuals and audio. TÓ ÉÍ ÍÍNÁ
ÁT’É water is life- it connects us; cleanses us; fosters growth,
and nurtures the world around us. This concept of
connectedness is translated through our use of specific New
Mexico water sites including the Rio Grande, Carlito Springs,
Cochiti Lake, and monsoon season rain.
For the Paseo Youth Program Britney and Jenn will be do a
two day ‘Water is Life Arduino and Microcontroller’ workshop
with students from Peñasco Middle School. They will visit the
Taos Day School and Taos Middle School for a one hour
demo to share their process and demonstrate how they
create art experiences that explore the connection between
culture, land, and the art of interaction.
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LIGHT
AND
MOTION

SOUND AND LIGHT

ALISON JOHNSON
THOMAS VAUSE
Digital Ant Media is the collaboration between Alison
Johnson and Thomas Vause. Both are experienced media
professionals whose skills cross into digital media, film, app
development, web development, and promotional materials.
Alison is an experimental filmaker and Thomas is a digital
media artist.
For the Paseo Festival they will present ‘Visual Audio’, an
interactive audio-visual projection. Audience members of all
ages can create vector art using their voices. The visual
output is manipulated through the amplitude and tone of the
audio input in real time. A visual controller further allows the
user to manipulate different visual/audio effects. Visual
Audio is intended to be therapeutic, shifting the traditional
connection between the aural and the visual. Each
interaction is unique. The visuals, controlled by their audio,
take audience members on a unique and abstract visual
journey of their voice.
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For the Paseo Youth Program Alison and Thomas will be
traveling to Questa and Penasco Middle School to perform
their installation in the gym for the entire school. They will
also do the one artist demo at Taos International School.
Students from these rural communities rarely get to visit the
night festival so we are bringing a little taste of the festival to
them. Teachers will access the STEMarts Curriculum Tool in
advance to deepen the learning experience around the
artists work. The performance/demo will allow students to
try out the voice activation and see how it works.

RYON GESINK
Ryon Gesink has built multiple sculptural fire machines and
performed them at numerous events from Hawaii to Detroit,
include Burning Man. Ryon has had a lifelong fascination
with pyrotechnics, explosions, and fire. "My first Burning
Man in 2000 opened my eyes to a place where evidently
you could combine and run riot with these tendencies on a
very large scale and somehow it seemed people weren’t
getting hurt! I learned welding and propane fire stuff by
grafted myself onto knowledgeable people who showed me
how to do these things in underground art spaces across
the Bay Area."
For the Paseo festival he will install the ‘Numinous Eye Arch’
which welcomes guests with multiple fire elements lighting
the pathway for the Paseo festival.
For the Paseo Youth Program Ryon will do an artist talk at
the Taos High School gym to the entire school body. He will
project examples of his large scale fire installations and
share his process and experiences. Students will have
access to the STEMarts Curriculum Tool where they can
learn about the artist in advance. They will be able to try out
STEAM activities related to the artist’s work and prepare
questions in advance to create a more impactful and
personal experience.
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FIRE AND MOTION

GAMING
IN
SPACE

LOTHARIO ARESKI
Lothario Areski is originally from Mexico and studied at the
Institut de Creation et Animation Numériques in Paris, where
he did his bachelor degree in game design and started his
masters in experimental game design. After a year he
decided to continue his master’s at the Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen. In Paris, he worked
as game and level designer at Darjeeling productions, in the
games “Californium” and “Homo Machina”. Before that, he
was a game and level design intern at Playtouch, a F2P
mobile studio.
For the Paseo Festival he is presenting hors-affichage, a
game installation that questions the way video games are
traditionally displayed. It is based on deconstruction.
opposing planar vs volumetric displays and thus challenging
the space in which video games can be deployed. The
gameplay of hors-affichage resides in the tension between
the visible and the invisible, the reachable and the
unreachable. Forcing the player to enter a state of chase
where he is constantly on the move and in the look out for
the elements outside his field of view.
For the Paseo Youth Program Lothario will visit the Cyber
Magnet School with students from Tracy Galligan’s Taos
High School Computer Science class with the Taos Cyber
School to give a behind the scenes demo of the technology
behind the hors-affichage installation. Students will learn
about the artist and try out some of his games online in
advance to deepen the learning experience.
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CORWIN LEVI
Corwin levi is a visual artist investigating perception, finding,
and unfinding. "While some art heightens our sense of
reality, Corwin Levi's [paintings] open the door to the
unknown. Levi eschews horizons in favor of submersion.
The effect? We drown in stars, waves, and words. Place
and time remain mysterious. These paintings evoke maps
and star charts, but there are no legends or grids. There is
no compass rose to help us orient ourselves. Lines,
resembling roads, lead nowhere. Words offer little direction.
Though some storybook figures and waves seem familiar,
the appropriated skillfully merges with the invented to create
a unique experience, one that embraces mystery over
answers." ~ Michelle Aldredge for Eutopia.us
For The Paseo festival Corwin will present a video projection
created from iterations of a hand-drawn, stop-motion
animation. The videos are meant to create an immersive
experience and each one to loop indefinitely. The animation
speaks to our interconnectedness and the fragility of both
us individually and as a group. The videos create an
immersive effect rather than a narrative one such that a
viewer can fall into the universe that these videos create.
For the Paseo Youth Program Corwin will visit the Taos
Integrated School of the Arts (TISA) to share his techniques
in creating projection installations from hand drawn stop
motion animation inspired by astronomy. Through the
Curriculum Tool students will create their own animations
inspired by astronomy and our connections to the sky.
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SPAC E & T I M E

STEMARTS@PASEO YOUTH PROGRAM 2019
Agnes Chavez, STEMarts Founder/Director, agnes@paseoproject.org
Shanti Duval, Education Project Coordinator, shanti@paseoproject.org
Estacia Huddleston, Curriculum Design Assistant, estacia@paseoproject.org
Visit www.stemarts.com/paseoproject to see the STEMarts Curriculum Tool
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